The ‘Bot Spot’
Hire a robot, to make
your event truly
memorable!
It’s estimated 75% of event attendees are
likely to support your organisation post-event.
What better way to engage people, than
a versatile robot that’s fully-programmable
and can get messages across, in a fun
and novel way?

360Globalnet, a digital technology company, offers robots for hire.
From sharing the stage with well-known speakers, to meeting and greeting
guests, or entertaining the crowd, with simple routines; our robots have
helped businesses and charities to meet and exceed their event objectives.

Meet the Bots...
Our robot family is unique. Powered by electricity and compressed air,
the 360Globalnet ‘Bots’ are life-sized humanoid robot actors
and we have several to choose from:

Boris
Head of the family, Boris is a
seasoned pro who looks after his
siblings, like a true Big Bro should.
Bossy but eminently likeable.

Norris
The second ‘son’ caused a stir
inaccurately guessing the ages
of unsuspecting members of the
public on a live Radio phone-in.

Capabilities*
> SHORE™ technology
> QR code reader to
play performance
> Voice: Peter Sad

Doris
Our new girl, everyone loves
straight- talking Doris. She’s like the
boys but with a cuter nose and ears.

Morris
The shiny new boy of the clan,
Morris crossed the Atlantic in the
Fall and is now only available for
hire in the USA.

Capabilities*
> SHORE™ technology
> Telepresence
> Voices available:
Graham and Rachel

Capabilities*
> SHORE™ technology
> Telepresence
> Voices available:
Rachel and Lucy

Capabilities*
> SHORE™ technology
> Voices available:
Peter Sad, Graham and Rachel
> Can have additional US
voices added

*See opposite for technical details

Technical Features

Providing there is electricity and
equipment can be accommodated,
most venues can be accessed.

With telepresence you can
control the robot’s movement
and colours via a tablet. A guest
can talk to the robot through
a standard microphone and
you can hear what’s being said
through headphones.

Controlled via a separate kiosk
or via a laptop (with enabled
software), each robot has an
on-board wi-fi router.

Pre-programmed routines can be
assigned a QR code; the robot
responds to the specific QR code
when (s)he sees it (requires LAN).

Each robot has one or more
pre-programmed ‘voices’,
go to www.acapela-group.com
to hear how each voice sounds.

An internet LAN connection is
required for full capability.

A technician, provided by
360Globalnet can support your
event on-site, for a fee.

Each robot speaks English.
Additional languages can be added,
for a fee.
Robots fitted with the SHORE™
facial recognition ID system are
able to guess an onlooker’s age,
mood and gender. WARNING: This
is not 100% accurate!

360Globalnet can also hire a
360Mediaport, a cellular wi-fi
device, for guaranteed
and uninterrupted
internet
access
throughout
your event.

360Globalnet is fully aware that for an event to
go smoothly, a lot needs to work concurrently.
That’s why we provide technical support at your
event and offer assistance to pre-programme
robot routines, as well as full logistics
support, for set up and access to venues.

For full pricing information and other information related to robot hire:
Call 360Globalnet on 01883 621000
or visit www.360globalnet.com/products-and-services/robot-actor
“Boris was the star of the show at a recent industry event,
putting our company on the map with new prospects and reinforcing
messages about our full range of services to existing clients. It was
great to have a stand that was so popular at a packed show; many of
our visitors just couldn’t resist their curiosity to see such an unusual
exhibit – a life-sized humanoid robot! I’d recommend a robot if you want
a different and fun way to engage your stakeholders. In fact, it created
so much interest a few more staff would have helped, as sometimes
enquirers were three-deep, waiting to talk to us. Would I do it again?
Yes, without a doubt.”
Mike Annett, MD, C&M Waste Management
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